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                                                          Medici. The Villa of the Maecenas is placed in the center of the com-
                                                          position, lending the entire work an air of ancient Roman elegance.
                                                          It has been suggested that Beckingham sought an image of the rise
Wilson, who has been called the founder of British landscape paint- and fall of the Roman Empire in the series of works he commis-
ing, lived in Italy during the 1750s where he was strongly influ- sioned fromWilson.
enced by Claude Lorraine and Dught. While his earlier career had The melancholic mood which pervades this painting was a
focused on portrait painting, this Italian sojourn can be seen as the standard sentiment that British travelers on the Grand Tbur held
beginning of his career as a landscape painter. A predecessor to towards Ancient Rome. Some scholars have seen this attitude as
TUrner and Constable, Wilson's influence on landscape painting in a refJection of the conservative political philosophy of the day
Britain was considerable. Along with the joys of the Grand 'Ibur, towards the decline of civilization. In any event, this painting con-
contemporary Britain extolled Wilson's depiction of the landscape firms the longing for ancient civilization felt by the British aristo-
in the style of Claude in his works created during his Italian stay. cracy of the day, who felt their own culture to be a descendent of
After his return to Britain, Wilson created classical style paintings that earlier empire.
on the scenes of his native land. Works from his Iater years, how- With the exception of a handful of 19th century British paint-
ever, influenced by Dutch painters such as Albert Cuyp, reveal the ings, such as those by Rossetti and Millais, the NMWA has only had
growing naturalism, which is coupled with early indications of the one earlier British painting, a Reynolds portrait, in its collections.
Iater Romantic movement. While there are many obstacles to the museum building asys-
  This work was painted in 1754 in Rome and was created on a tematically arranged collection of British painting in the future, we
direct commission from Stephen Beckingham, then living in Rome. can only hope that the acquisition of this work will provide further
It seems that Beckingham commissioned four works from Wilson impetus to such collecting. Finally, while traces of supplemental
during this period, with two of the commissioned paintings extant brushwork can be seen in the detailed areas of the work, overall
today. These two works, including this NMWA painting, first ap- the painting is in a good state of preservation. (Akira Kofuku)
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